Tracy Stokol: Kelly, everyone is in this boat and you learn as you go along. Took me a year or so to even speak up!

Mary Jo Dudley: One questions is how the perspectives discussed in these faculty forums are incorporated in proposals under discussion by the full senate. For example how were perspectives discussed about the "part time Bachelors degree for non traditional students" brought back to the larger group other than through the proposed amendments. The richness of the discussion about proposed "beneficiaries" of this program seemed to have been lost.

Tracy Stokol: @Mary Jo: I was wondering the same thing as I could not attend the faculty forum, but I have no idea what happened in it. Did a link to the recording get sent out?

Risa Lieberwitz: Mary Jo's question is very important. I hope we can discuss this.

Elizabeth Lamb: Audio, chat, are here https://theuniversityfaculty.cornell.edu/faculty-forum/

Tracy Stokol: Also, the use of acronyms are really confusing. Charlie was the king of acronyms and most of the time I had no idea what he was talking about.

Vilma Santiago-Irizarry: My apologies, but I’m overscheduled today and need to zoom into another meeting. Thanks all for the input.

Kelly Hume: Resolution voting: Voting is open 8am on May 6 through 12pm on May 17

Tracy Stokol: 2 hours is a long time. I am not sure that is going to help and may decrease participation.

Jim DelRosso: Apologies, all, but I have to head out. Thanks!

Allison Chatrchyan: can faculty senate resolutions include a date by which there needs to be an administrative response?

Tracy Stokol: I have to go, thanks Eve!

Richard Bensel: The University approved the Hotel School program in an announcement in the Cornell Chronicle during commencement proceedings last May.

Mary Jo Dudley: I have to leave. Thank you!

Allison Chatrchyan: Thank you. I need to leave, Allison